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RATHS TO ADDRESS STUDENT BODY
Every day is
a new life
to a
wise man

I wept because I

had no shoes; till
I met a man who
had no feet.
- Kung Fu Tzu
.. ·.·.·.·.·.·

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE , UNION , NEW JERSEY

Volume 5 No. 10

Auditorium to Have
Capacity of 1,000
The new auditorium presently
under construction will be completed by Christmas, 1965, according to Scrimenti, Swackhamer and Perrantoni, Architects .
President
Eugene Wilkins
explained in a recent interview
that the new building will house
a reception room, lobby, art
gallery, and dressing room.
These accommodations are located on the periphery of a large
semi-circular hall. The shape of
the building allows for expansion
by completion of the circle . It
also makes the placement of
seats close to the stage a practical possibility.
The capacity of the auditorium
will be 1,000, although original
plans ran higher. Because of
financial limitations, two music
rooms included in the original
plans had to be eliminated. Provision has been made for the
possible future addition of the

S.H.E. Research
Discussed by NSA
Current projects of the N.J.
Region National Student Association were discussed at a conference held at Douglass College
on Sunday, November 8.
One of the main efforts of
N.J.N.S.A. is the research which
is to be done by Students for
Higher Education (S.H.E.). According to Al Record, Region
Coordinator, the research consists of a compilation of facts
concerning enrollment, physical
plant, and growth prospects of
the six state colleges, Rutgers
University, Douglass College,
and private colleges in New Jersey. Al Record is in charge of
research for the six state colleges.
After the research is compiled
it will be evaluated and future
plans for higher education in
New Jersey may be examined.
The second major project of
N.s.A. is preparation for a Leadership Project to be held at
Saint Elizabeth College on Monday, December 13.
Two programs of the Leadership Project will be a workshop
on student leadership and one
concerning practical approach to
problem solving. Mr. Record
stated, "Anyone interested in
(Cont i nue d o n Pag e 5, Co l. 3 )

deleted rooms and also the installation of air conditioning
units, however.
The admission and exit of large
numbers of people will be facilitated by three large entrances
leading into the main hall of
the auditorium. It will be posm
sible to divide the main room in
half by a curtain.
The new auditorium is the last
building financed by funds from
the 1959 bond issue. From the
approximately $4 million available, Newark State has enlarged
the library and the dining room,
renovated the greenhouse, and
built the new bookstore, hex
room, gymnasium and pool, as
well as the five buildings of the
campus school.
All of the buildings on campus
were designed by Mr. Scrimenti,
architectural designer. He originally conceived the plans for
the earliest buildings while working for Jay Van Nuys and Associates. After the death of Van
Nuys, Scrimenti bought Van Nuys'
share and became a partner in
the firm which eventually became Scrimenti, Swackhamer and
Perrantoni Architects. They have
designed all of the buildings here
since Van Nuys' death.

Stu. Co.
Electi on s
Near
It has been announced by the
Student Organization vice president, Joe Grillo, that a full orientation program for future council
members is scheduled for this
year.
This Student Organization orientation program is designed for
all freshmen who will seek seats
on Student Council. Mr. Grillo
has announced that this extensive
program will be mandatory for
all freshmen who will run in the
early December elections,
These elections will seat five
members of the Class of '68 on
the governing board of the student body.
Any student who is contemplating running for a position from
any other class is recommended
to attend these orientation sessions.
This year, the petitions for
candidates will be distributed on
Wednesda.Y, Dec. 2. All petitions
(Co ntinue d o n Page 6, Co l. 5 )
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Student Org. Meeting
To Be Held Dec. 9
Development of College
and Student's Role Stressed
Dr. Louis Raths, Distinguished Service Professor of Education and Coordinator of Curriculum and
Instruction at Newark State, will address the entire student body on Wednesday, December 9 at 2 p.m.
in D'Angola Gymnasium. According to William Shiebler, president of Student Organization, "this
address by Dr. Raths, highlighting the first official meeting of Student Organization this year, is a
most important event and one which should prove significant and consequential toward the future of
Newark State."
Dr. Raths, who is nationally pressed the opinion that in order dren, the improvement of thinkknown for his studies in curricu- to be able to be considered an ing, the meeting of emotional
lum and instruction, plans to disintegral part of college and the needs, and the organization of
cuss the direction in which
world, a person must not wait power in small groups, Dr. Raths
Newark State is heading in its for things to happen to him be- served for many years as the
development as an institution of fore responding, Rather, stated chairman of the Department of
highe:r learning '.n the state. Dr.
Research and Evaluation at New
Raths declared that he was "a
York University.
little disturbed about how the
The Service Professor has
colleges in the United States
been an educational consultant
were drifting." His hopes are
to various states, cities, and
thac instead of looking beyond
to philanthropic organizations.
the college campuses for inspiProfessor Raths is also the auration toward higher goals, stuthor of many magazine articles
dents will be moved to action
on evaluating teaching, thinking,
by events centering primarily
values, needs , and group procon the cam:ius itself.
esses.
In his assignment at Newark
Dr. Raths' aspirations to make
St ate, Dr. Raths is concerned
a "vital campus" at Newark
with evaluations of the college's
State include the possible estabprogram, and is conducting relishmcmt of a greater center for
the performing arl<:, a place
search and thesis seminars on
where students may go as they
the graduate level.
A gr aduate of Antioch College,
do to the library, for instance.
Dr. Raths holds an M.A. degre e
One aspect of the center would
from the Univer sity of Chicago
be workshops for those interested
Lo uis E Roths
in drama or art, Such a proposal
and a Ph.D. fr om Ohio St ate
necessarily entails great finan- Mr, Shiebler, a person's respon- University. He was an elemencial and institutional adaptations sibility entails doing something tary school teacher , a principal
and efforts, according to the about the world "before he is of a 12- gr ade s chool, and a faprofessor.
utterly forced to action,"
culty member at Ohio State for
William Shieoler, as president
The assembly will also include ten years before going to New
of Student Organization, and as introduction of several platform York Univer sity in 1947. From
one who has concentrated much guests and a musical presenta- 1951 to 1959 he was a visiting
time and planning toward the tion by the music department.
professor at Yale University.
organization of this assembly,
This will be the first Student
will also speak to the student Organization meeting at which a
body on what he "believes the major speaker is to be presentStudent Organization should aim ed. A pioneer in the development
for this year and future years." of education theory relating to the
Buckminster Fuller
His talk will include what the development in values of chilStudent Organization has done
Emphasises Design
to date and what each student's
The 25th lecture of the M.
role should be in what the StuErnest Townsend MemorialLecdent Organization accomplishes
ture Series was presented on
in the future.
Wednesday, November 18, in the
Mr. Shiebler will also explain
D' Ang o 1 a Gymnasium. The
his beliefs concerning a stuspeaker, R. Buckminster Fuller,
dent's responsibility in terms
Handel's Christmas oratorio, architect, engineer and philosoof being an integral part of the
entire college, along with his "The Messiah," will be sung pher, discussed the topic, "World
Tuesday, December 1, atNewark Design Revolution to Take Ascenidentity as a student. He exState College for the seventh dancy over Political Revolution. "
consecutive year.
Mr. Fuller, introduced by Dr .
A 180-voice chorus and the Douglas Tatton of Industrial Arts
college's 35-piece orchestra will Department, was described as a
accompany four professional "two-time college dropout" with
soloists. The chorus is com- eight honorary doctorates. "His
posed of college students, faculty tremendous vitality and daring"
and residents from surrounding is evidenced, according to Dr .
Tatton, by Mr. Fuller's innovaPaul J. Minarchenko was una- communities.
Time and place is 8:30 p.m. tions and radical ideas in the
nimously elected Editor-in-Chief
of the INDEPENDENT when the in D' Angola Gymnasium. Dona- field of architecture. These ideas
post was left vacant by the resig- tion is $1 to defray costs of the include his proposal to cover a
production. Tickets may be pur- portion of Manhattan Island with
nation of Peter Froelich.
One of Mr. Minarchenko' s first chased at the door.
a transparent geodesic dome, a
Soloists are: Dorothy Gowdy, structure that he invented.
official duties was the appointment of Don Kulick as new Man- soprano; Louise Armstrong, conThe speaker prefaced his talk
aging Editor, a position pre- tralto; Willard Pierce, tenor, by declaring that he has a "fundaviously held by Mr. Minarchenko. and Lawrence Davidson, bass mental rule of self- conduct"
Mr. Kulick had served in this baritone.
which is that he never allows
Dorothy Gowdy, of Westfield, himself to prepare a lecture.
capacity for a short time last
year. He has been a reporter has given many solo recitals in " I' m just an out- loud thinker, "
and a columnist previous to his the metropolitan area and has Fuller said.
appointment as Managing Editor. been heard on radio and teleMr. Fuller firs t gave his ideas
In · other
administrative vision, A graduate of Juilliard concerning I.Q., s t ating that
changes, Dorina Kelleher was School of Music, New York, she "whatever life can take on is
named to the vacant position of is married and has a 12- year- inherent from the very first
Advertising Director. Miss Kel- old son in junior high school. moments."
leher,
a sophomore English
Louise Armstrong, a Westfield I From the ages of 0-4, 50%
major, is a member of the teacher and soloist in the Cres- of the possibility of improving
Theatre Guild and is a reporter cent Avenue Presbyterian Church the I.Q. may be completely damfor the INDEPENDENT,
(Continue d o n Page 4, Col. 3 )
(Continue d o n Page 5, Co l. 4)

Townsend Leef ure

"Mess ia h" To
Be Presented
Tuesday, Dec. 1

Minarchenko Elected Editor
Kulik Appointed Managing Editor

Poul Minorchenko , newly elected Editor of the INDEPENDENT

I
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Apathy Cha Ilenged
In the past, meetings of the assembl ed
stude nt b o dy have had one main purpose - to
introduce the student organization candidates
and their platforms. At this point student interest in the college usually runs high.
This interest. however, always ebbs as the
year wears on. Many developments of and about
the college. no matter how well reported by
the student press, go unnoticed by the majority
of the student body.
William Schiebler, president of the Student
Organi z ation, has initiated a new procedure to
arouse student awar eness in relevant college
developments. I share his attitude, as he puts
it, "each student is an integral part of the
college and whatever affects this institution
directly affects the members of the community• Pl
As responsible students we should take advantage of this attempt to animate interest in
this college. I commend Mr. Schiebler . for this
endeavor and solicit the support of the entire
student body.
P.J..M.

Thanksgiving
On this long-enshrined holiday of Thanksgiving, it is traditional for speakers from
the pulpit, community leaders, editors, and the
like, to enumerate our blessings from the On
High, or wherever, and exhort us to be grateful and give thanks.
No slightly warmed-over human being can
really disagree with this, least of all not in the
plentiful United States (excluding the 3 5 million
who have recently been the objects of adeclara·
tion of war); but yet, even on these days of
thanks, it is entirely germane to ask - thanks
for what!?! For the bomb? For squalid pov erty? Its concomitant, wracking hunger? For
disgusting disease and pestilence? For frustrating ignorance? And so on ad nauseam.
Some naive souls may recite the usual platitudes of "your home, your health, your family, etc . '' And in a very real sense this may
be true, but it means absolutely nothing to
those who do not possess these things, and
what's infinitely worse, have no reasonable
prospect of expecting them in the future.
They ask - thanks for what? In the midst of
our feasting, it wo-uld be proper to contemplate
the answer to this morbid riddle. Then give
thanks.
D.J .K.

Independe11t
Th e opzmons exp ressed
in ·signed columns of thi s
newspap er do not necessarily reflect the opinions of th e
editors. Nor is anything print ed in this newspap er unl ess
directly noted as ·such, to be tak en as official policy or
opinion of th e college.

Editor-in- Chief
Managing Editor
News Editors
Feature Editors
Sports Editors
Art Editor
Copy Editors
Public Relations
Business Manager
Ci rcul at ion Manager
Advertising Di rector
Advisor

~

Paul Minarchenko
Don Kulick
Thomas Coyle - Mary Roche
Albert Record - Judith Mathews
William Gargiles- Steven Wilczak
David O'Reilly
Barbara Babcock - Sharon Roberts
Grace Rapp
Joel Spector
Luisa Guerrero
Dorina Kelleher
Mr. James B. Day

STAFF

Janice Adler
Susan Defrancisco
Winnie Dolinich

Jody Farrell
Terry Gionfredo
Barbara Green
Carol Jaczina

Jackie Kirk
Bobbi Kowalski
Vito Tamburello

CONTRIBUTORS

Dr. E. Austin Goodwin - Dr.. Irene Reifsnyder - Anita Diamond - Peter
Pearce - Bill Grier - Richard Davidson - Roseann Quinn - Mary Sharon
Young - Harriet Benjamin - Peggy Maher - Linda Feldman - Sue
Perlgut - Mary Ann Bud - Jo Fischer - Marilyn Ambrose - Timlynn
Babitsky - John Gluck - Joseph Hovance - Betty Esposito - Don
Asanio - Sandy Long

~ound
and

Jff uru

EDITOR'S NOTE: The INDEPENDENT shall provide at all
times an open forum for unfettered expression of opinion,
including those opinions differing from editorial policy. Such
expressions shall not be edited
so as to distort, alter, or disparage the opinion.
FULLER PRAISED

To the Editor,
The Townsend Lecture Committee and the College Center
Board are to be commended for
their decision to present R. Buckminster Fuller as speaker in the
current series. His historical
perspective, his conception of
man's potentialities, and his
hopeful message for the future
provided a refreshing breeze in
a published atmosphere of pessimism, cynicism, and mass
fright to which we all seem to
have become accustomed. The
intellectual stimulation offered
by a comprehensive visionary
such as Mr. Fuller is too rarely
encountered in our environment
of the convenient package, the
passive spectator orientation,
and the transitory decision based
upon. the short view.
Mr. Fuller's lecture, like a
good painting or a worthy symphony, continues to provide additional meaning and sustained
interest with repeated contemplations. It too, like the painting,
required patience and mental
participation of the listener until
the point of illumination concerning the interrelatedness of ideas
was unfolded.
The beauty of the involved
yet spontaneous structure of his
presentation and the potency of
his message became apparent to
those whose patience and involvement allowed them to tolerate the
conversational nature of the lecture.
I have been struck by a number
of disturbing things since this
lecture. First, it is indeed difficult to realize that so few students attend these functions, particularly the evening sessions.
And of those who do attend, the
incidence of rudeness and inattentiveness is disconcerting. For
college students presumably engaged in intellectual pursuits to
ignore the opportunities for enrichment offered by the Townsend
Lecture Series is unforgivable.
Secondly, it is difficult for me
to understand why presumably
intelligent people should claim
that they were unable to understand what Mr. Fuller was talking
about, unless, of course, they
were not good listeners or they
were simply unaccustomed to
hearing so many ideas handled
at one time. It certainly wasn't
that his vocabulary was too esoteric for comprehension. Adding
to my perplexity, however, one
student indicated that he didn't
understand the lecture but was at
the same time disappointed that a
man of Mr. Fuller's reputation
didn't use' 'high blown'' language.
A third thing which disturbs me
is the unfortunate number of individuals in this college community
both student and faculty, whose
reaction to Mr. Fuller's lecture
was based solely upon a quarrel
with the "package" in which the
message came and a seeming
unwillingness to confront the content because of the inconvenience
of the form. One should seriously
question the insistence upon the
sleekness of delivery of the professional toastmaster. If the attractiveness and convenience of
the packaging of ideas were to
.be the prime criterion, then one
must reflect upon the chances
for the teachings of Christ since
the parable can be easily misinterpreted and even worse, that
more than one interpretation can
be drawn. What might have become of the ideas of John Dewey
because of their erudite wrappings, or of the intricacies of
Freudian thought?

A last source of concern stems
from the many implications for
the future of education, which
Mr. Fuller's conception of a
radically different future world
would propagate if it were to
materialize. Regardless of the
exact
characteristics which
might formulate the future civilization, be it Mr. Fuller's conception or some other, it would
seem apparent that the rapid
acceleration of events, the condensation of time lags, and our
continuously advancing technology are catapulting us into times
of
frequent and continuing
changes. It would also appear
that those of us who are involved
in the educational establishment
whose task is to prepare individuals to live a full, productive,
satisfying life in their own time,
should concEµ"n themselves with
a foundation of clear, appropriate
and prohpetic conceptions concerning the nature of persons so
that they may cope with the new
future. The disturbing element
arises when one finds not only a
reluctance but an avoidance of
such considerations by students
who intend to be teachers. Equally
disturbing, however, is a similarly lethargic attitude and lack
of unanimity of societal direction
on the part of the national education establishment.
If these disturbing, demonstrated attitudes are indicative of
the level of comprehensive understanding and educational dedication, then this institution can
only expect to perpetuate a
stifling provincialism and the
intellectual constipation of purblind outlooks, I would certainly
hope that many in this college
community already have committed themselves to a nobler
objective and that their efforts
will be fruitful in the elevation
of the educational purpose.
E. Austin Goodwin
Ass't. Professor Fine Arts
THANKS

As "recipients" during Help
Week, we would like to extend
our thanks to the young lady
from Sigma Kappa Phi who suddenly
appeared last week,
polished off a goodly sum of
typing, and disappeared into the
sunset. • •Whoever you are,
wherever you are, come back!!
(We need you to type our letter
so that it reaches the newspaper
on time!)
Secretarial Staff
Division of Field Services

I.F.S.C. Desk
FREE ENTERPRISE IN ACTION
THE COLLEGE FRATERNITY ...
...THE COLLEGE SORORITY
Millions of men and women
have shared in the educational
experience of membership in a
college fraternity or ·sorority an experience that continues to
pay dividends in later life. For
these voluntary organizations
represent the true spirit of free
enterprise. They bring together
young people of diverse interests, working toward a common
goal.
Six facts to remember ••• about
today's college fraternities and
sororities.
1, LOYALTY to the institution is developeQ by teaching its
history and traditions ••• supporting all worthy universit¼' activities. • ,building pride in the
campus community, •• encouraging life-long support of one's
alma mater. As Supreme Court
(Continu e d on Pag e 4, Col. 4)

classified
FOR SALE: 1958 Plymouth, good
condition, 4 door, 6 cylinder,
standard shift. Contact Bill
Shiebler, #685.
FOR SALE: Book - "2oth Century Astronomy" by Strouve and
Zeebers. Contact Jim Mccollough, #256,
RIDE WANTED: Kenilworth to
Springfield during practicum.
Will pay. L. Knudson, #599.

. . Co unc,,., .

l! I Commen tslil !
By Bill Schieble r
On Wednesday, December 9,
1964, our first Student Organi•
zation Assembly of the year will
be held at 2:00 p.m. in the
D' Angola Gymnasium. Our Constitution calls for two of these
meetings per
year.
They
provide an opportunity for
the Student
Org. President
to present his
views and objectives for the
year. They also
provide an opportunity for
the presentation of speakers of
interest to the student body.
The major address of the assembly will be del~vered by Dr.
Louis Raths, our distinguished
service professor. In the two
years Dr. Raths has been with
us, he has made many changes
and innovations in the structure
of our college that seemed virtually impossible before he came.
Dr. Raths is a man of wisdom
and action. His door has always
been open to any problems concerning students. His energies on
our behalf have been immensely
vital to the growth and improvement of Newark State College.
Dr. Raths will have something to
say on Wednesday, December 9.
His speech should prove to be the
most important message that students will hear this year.
It should not be necessary for
me to urge every member of
the student body to attend this
assembly. If there are any doubts
in your minds, I hope you will
come to hear the message of a
great man, and also support your
student government.

notice-s
Newark State students
have been involved in two
accidents recently at the'
Morris Avenue exit. These
areas were clearly posted,
but someone had removed
the signs and perhaps gave
the impression that it is
now legal for students to
turn either way,
We will again replace the
signs, which will read,
"Right Turn Exit Only," In
other words, students going
toward Elizabeth may use
this exit, and students coming from the direction of
Union may use it as an entrance.
Business Office

Anyone wishing to submit
articles to Dana Review,
please make double copies
and leave them with Dorina
Kelleher in the INDEPENDENT office.

REMEDIAL READING
WORSHOP FOR TUTORS
Speaker:
Dr. Selma Wasserman
- Faculty Dining Room Dec. 7, 1964••••• 7:30 p.in.

Class of 1954
Presents Gift
to College
A formal silver coffee urn
and tray were presented to President Eugene Wilkins on November 24 as a gift of the Class of
1954 to Newark State.
At their ten-year reunion at
the Rock Springs Inn on Saturday, October 24, the Class of
1954 decided to present the college with the tray and urn, which
will be used at future official
college events and social functions.

•
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New Focus on Soviet Lit.

Dance Theater Debut
By P egg y Mah e r, ' G4
An integration of dance and
dr ama, music and the spoken
word, and the theatrical conventions of lighting and costuming, marked the opening performance of the American Dance
Theatre at Lincoln Center on
Wednesday, November 18. The
program featured works choreographed by Donald McKayle,
Doris Humphrey, Anna Sokolow,
and Jose Limon.
McKayle's "Workout" was
originally commissioned by the
New York State Council on the
Arts, sponsors of the program,
It used Robert McBride's "Workout for Small Orchestra" as a
springboard. Over all, this reviewer did not find the composition particularly exciting. This
is not to say that the dancers
were inadequate; no one could
question their ability or their
command of the dance. The fault
lay in the work itself, which
lacked originality. There was a
feeling that this had "all been
done before."
"The
Question," choreographed by Anna Sokolow, used
two pieces by Anton Webern for
its titles and music. "Five
Movements for String Quartet,
Opus 5" involved 15 dancers in
a variety of combinations. The
humor inherent in the piece came
across well to the audience, and
it was most effective. "Four
Pieces for Violin and Piano, Opus
7" featured four male dancers
who worked together and solo.
Both sections of the composition
were well conceived and well
executed.
It would be difficult to say
which of the two remaining
pieces, "Lament forignacioSanchez Mejias" and "A Choreographic Offering" were the
"best" of the four.
"Lament. • •" is based on the
poem by Lorca which chronicles
the life and death of the Andalusian bull fighter, Ignacio. Choreographed by Doris Humphrey,
with music by Norman Lloyd,
it employed three dancers: Letitia Ide as the Figure of Destiny,
Patricia Hammack as the Figure
of a Woman, and Louis Falco as
Ignacio. This was dance-drama
in its best form. The two women
recited the poem in addition to
dancing their respective parts,
a difficult task which they mastered completely. Both as dancers and actresses they were
outstanding. Falco was nothing
short of superb as Ignacio. His
talent as a dancer and his ability
to convey emotion through the
dance medium were flawless. The
· audience response to him and to
the entire composition was more
than enthusiastic: the house lights
had gone up for intermission and
there was still applause, enough
to bring the three performers
back for another bow.
The beauty of this piece, indeed its majesty, cannot be explained to one who has not seen
it. The elements of music, drama
and dance were integrated, amalgamated into a perfect whole
which could not fail to move an
observer. And observer is probably the wrong word - participant
would be more fitting.
The Lincoln Center program
was the first New York showing
of Jose Limon's "A Choreographic Offering." The 13-section composition, requiring 22
dancers in a variety of groupings, utilized Bach's "The
Musical Off e r in g" as background. Particularly outstanding
in a generally outstanding company were Limon, Betty Jones,
Sally Stackhouse and Louis Falco.
These four appeared in solos and
with other dancers throughout the
work, then joined for the finale.
A word must be said about
Limon. Not only is he an excellent dancer and choreographer,
but he is also one of the truly
great figures on the modern dance
scene. To see Limon alone on a
bare stage, preparatory to beginning a dance, is a "magic
moment," filled with an excitement and anticipation that is well
justified. His humility was illustrated after the performance:
when two bouquets were presented to him, he, in turn, presented
them to two of the girls in the

B y Dr. Ir en e R e i fsny d e r
Maurice Hindus reported recently that when asked by a Soviet editor why American publishers do
not publish Soviet fiction, he answered, "To the student of Soviet civilization, Soviet fiction was of no
small importance, but to the lay reader Soviet 'positive' and 'negative' characters and the problems
and conflicts in which authors involve them were too alien and too artificial to evoke a response."
Hindus advised the editor, "But give us well-written stories in which the reader can identify himself
with the lives and problems of the
characters, as he can with those social tasks related to revoluMaxim Gorky's "Mother,"
of Russian nineteenth-century tion, war and the building of though first published in 1906,
fiction, and you'll have no diffisocialism. Most of the Soviet has served as a model for Soviet
culty in finding publishers in protagonists
are "positive" writers committed to socialist
America."
characters (sometimes con- realism, an official literary polIn a recent comparative study trasted with "negative" figures) icy promulgated in 1934, which
of the problems of adolescent who triumph over obstacles. On calls for dedicated and successful
main characters in Russian and the other hand, among the nine- heroes. According to GorkyhimSoviet fiction in English trans- teenth-century Russian heroes self, Lenin called "Mother" "the
lation, the writer found that nineare a significant number of "su- very book for the moment." It is
teenth-century youthful heroes perfluous" young men who fail based on an occurrence in 1902 in
and heroines have personal conrather than S\lCCeed in solving Gorky's birthplace, a workers'
flicts rooted in love, family relatheir problems, and not in- May Day demonstration during
tionships,
religion,
and the frequently commit suicide.
which leaders, including a man
search for a philosophy; their
If it can be assumed that stories carrying a red flag, were arrestSoviet heirs are concerned with
(Continu e d on Pag e 6, Col. 1)
with adolescent heroes and hero- ed and sentenced to Siberia.
Paval Vlassov is characterized
ines are typical of the whole of
Russian and Soviet literature, as an impeccable positive hero,
then a very simple conclusion admired by the public, trusted
might be drawn that Maurice by his comrades, esteemed by
Hindus believes Americans iden- fellow workers and idolized by
tify more readily with unsuc- his mother. A perfect model for
cessful fictional characters than the positive hero of Soviet literwith winners. Horatio Alger is ature, he is described in the novel
By B arbara Green
defunct! It must be agreed, how- as an "earnest young man who
A budding artist on campus, the last three years. She paints ever, that Americans are more spoke so simply and daringly,
who did not have to starve in for her own pleasure and, ever accustomed in their own litera- who kept his eyes open and his
a garret to be in demand, is so modestly for the pleasure ture to fiction dealing with per- ears alert to everything, who
Karen Bruder. A junior Fine of others. Never having com- sonal preoccupations than with subbornly went to the bottom of
Arts
major, Karen's current mercialized her art, when asked social obligations of human be- every disagreement, always and
fame stems from her painting if she sells her paintings, Karen ings.
everywhere finding the common
entitled "People in The Rain.'' answered, "No, I don't sell them.
But in this period of cold-war thread linking all people.''
This creation is being sought If one of my paintings is that tensions, can American publishNikolay Ostrovsky's "How the
by twenty-seven Newark State important to someone I give it ers afford not to make available Steel Was Tempered or The Makfaculty members. This, if the to them.''
in English translation and to keep ing of A Hero" (1934) is a Soviet
aesthetic sense of our own proin print works which are more classic "about the birth of the
Karen
is
active
in
the
formafessors can be trusted, attests to
representative of Soviet litera- New Man, the man of the socialtion
of
a
campus
art
club.
She
ture than "Doctor Zhivago,"
Karen Bruder's talent.
ist epoch, who dares all and
"People in The Rain," done plans to teach art and continue "Babi Yar," and"ADayinThe achieves all in the struggle for
her
painting.
Life of Ivan Denisovich"? It is the happiness of humanity," Osfor a painting and drawing class,
was first seen last year at a
Karen feels quite honored but not important that high school trovsky utilizes his own experstudent exhibit set up in the surprised by the acclamations and college students become ac- iences of leaving school at nine
Little Gallery, a student display given her creation. However, quainted with some of the "posi- to work, reading books about
tive" heroes who typify the body Garibaldi and by Russian writarea.
after viewing her talent, we canKaren has been painting for not share the latter feeling.
of Soviet literature? Can we risk ers, joining the Red Army and
the indulgence for which we criti- later the Komsomol, suffering
cize the Russians, that of reading the loss of his right eye from a
only those works critical of our wound, recovering from typhus,
American society? They read and finally writing books when
Mark Twain, Theodore Dreiser, his health no longer permitted
Upton Sinclair, Harriet Beecher him to do Party work.
Twenty-five years after the
Stowe; we read Pasternak, Yevpublication of the novel, A. A.
teshenko, and Solzhenitzyn.
Assuming that literature is Surkov, in his report to the
one source of information about Third Writers' Congress held
a people and that Americans in 1959, namedPaulKorchaginas
need to know more about the one of the favorite literary heSoviet mentality, one might rea- roes of young Russians.
Paul Korchagin is a far cry
sonably propose that some books
with "positive" heroes be in- from Holden Caulfield, literary
cluded in the reading of secondary hero of young Americans for at
least a decade, who "longs to be
and college students.
Three novels with youthful out of citilization and back in
heroes come readily into mind innocent nature." Korchagin
because they are frequently men- wishes to be in the main stream
tioned by Soviet political and of civilization. He writes from
literary leaders in statements the hospital to his brother, "I
about the essential role of liter- am ready to put up with anything
ature in building a Communist if only I can get back to myplace
society. Each novel has apositive in the ranks.'' Like his predehero and is based on actual cessor, Pavel Vlassov. he is
KAREN BRUDER , budding artist on campus ,
happenings.
(Continu e d on Page 4, Col. 1)

company. It was a simple gesture, but one which well indicated the kind of person he is.
The lighting of the program
was superb throughout. Thomas
Skelton deserves a great deal
of credit for the creativity and
craftsmanship
he exhibited.
Working with the dancers, he
highlighted their performances
rather than overshadowed them.
Particularly outstanding were his
pools of color in the Limon
work and the use of white light
in the "Lament • • • " Skelton
managed to be always impressive yet never intrusive, a difficult thing to do.
The American Dance Theatre
was a combination of three difference troupes -- those of McKayle, Sokolow, and Limon. The
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karen bruder
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-- POEM -The morning light is just ahead
There's only flickering now
Last night I slept in No-man's bed
Beneath a concrete ·bough
I ran so fast for mindstream pain
Had caused internally
The gap I leaped for giftless jewels
I held so close to me
But that's all past and gone I thought
Until it reappeared
Upon the tablet of my soul
Refeelings strangely queer
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Hiawatha's avenues
Were not machinery-laden
But mine are, old and new combined
And others growing from them
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Complete I've heard you've got to do
And be to find the answer
I think it happened at my birth
And ended shortly after.
Ernest Whitworth
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The Creative Mind
By Jo
Dr. Margaret Kirkpatrick, who
teaches Advanced Painting, Art
Education, Current Practices in
Art Education (graduate course),
and Honors Committee here at
Newark State College, also has
another talent besides teaching.
This other talent is painting, and
it is by no means the lesser of
the two accomplishments.
Miss Kirkpatrick attended Nebraska Wesleyan University,
where she received her Bachelor
of Arts degree. She also attended the University of Michigan
where she acquired her Master's
Degree, the Institute of Design
in Chicago, the University of
London in the summer of 1950,
and New York University in 1959.
"She holds the distinction of
being the first recipient of the
degree of Doctor of Education in
the Creative Arts program of
N.Y.U. in 1959. Since then she
has been an Associate Professor in the Department of Fine
Arts at Newark State College.''
A native of the middle west,
Dr. Kirkpatrick has had the distinction of having her paintings
exhibited in Omaha and Chicago
early in her career. Since moving

Fi s cher
east, her paintings have been
exhibited at many different galleries and museums in this area.
Among these places are the Montclair Art Museum, the Delaware
Art Center, and the Baltimore
Museum of Art. Miss Kirkpatrick has also had the distinction
of having her work included in
both college and University Arts
Faculty Shows at Argus Gallery; she is furthermore represented by work in the permanent
collections of New York University and the Delaware Art
Center,
Dr. Kirkpatrick has exhibited
her works professionally for
many years in Washington, D.C. ,
Delaware, New York State and
New Jersey. The most recent of
these exhibitions was at the Argus Gallery in Madison, New
Jersey, where a selection of her
wate r colors and drawings were
shown in May.
A painting by Dr. Kirkpatrick
can be seen in the Sloan Lounge
at Newark State College, I am
sure that all who see it agree
that it adds considerably to the
already comfortable lounge.
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totally committed to social goals.
As he views the graves of comrades killed by Poles during the
Civil War, he composes his own
epitaph: "All my life and all my
strength has been given to the
most beautiful thing in the world
- the struggle for the freedom
of mankind." It is Paul Korchagin's opinion that "Individual
things are nothing in comparison
with the general cause."

"Outward Bound"

B y L inda
The production of "Outward
Bound" written by Sutton Vane,
was produced by the Newark
State College Theatre Guild in
the. Little Theater on November
24 and 25. The performance was
marked as a high point in the
history of the Guild for thre·e
Personal traits of toughness, reasons.
First, and perhaps most nopersistence, fearlessness, rebelliousness, and abnegation, ob- table, was the direction of this
vious throughout the novel, need most serious and intense play.
only the proper political chan- David Wald has, for the first
neling provided by his reading, time, stepped to the other side
his Communist friend Zhoukrai, of the footlights (we remember
and the climate of the Revolu- him as Dogberry of Shakespeare
tionary period, to produce the fame from last spring's producoutstanding positive hero of so- tion), and he has proved that his
cialist realism - Paul Korchagin. talent and dramatic know-how
do not end with acting. David
A third novel, Alexander Fad- made a most conscientious efeyev's "The Young Guard," fea- fort to bring out the high emotures a group of positive heroes tional intensity of the play and
and heroines who are real people. he succeeded admirably.
Members of the Komsomol in the
But directing is only one third
town of Krasnodon in the Don of the problem involved; the actBasin, they organized under- ing must measure up to what any
ground activities to harass the director can do, and to the cast
German occupation forces. The of "Outward Bound" must also
heroes of this novel are consid- go
sincere
congratulations.
ered to be favorites of young There were many freshmen in
Russian readers and are reputed the cast whose acting debut at
to be among the most "sharply Newark State was very refreshdefined p o r t r a it s of Soviet ing. Peter Pearce, who played
youth." Yet the novel has not a "drinking man," was very
been published in the United realistic and his scenes of conStates. An English translation is frontations with death were to
available only from the Foreign his credit, not "overacted."
Languages Publishing House in Frank Nero and Jean Medoff,
who played the young lovers,
Moscow.
gave a satisfying performance
Heading The Young Guard is and had the audience believing
Oleg Koshevoi, sixteen years old, they were truly in love. To Richwho composes a loyalty oath to ard Andreski must go special
be administered to all members: recognition. Due to an emergency
"I swear that I shall unques- Richard entered the cast just a
tioningly carry out all the tasks week and a half before the perentrusted to me by the organiza- formance and did an excellent
tion; hold in deepest secrecy all job in portraying the clergyman.
that concerns my work in the Edward O'Rourke presented a
Young Guard .• •If under torture most convincing character in his
or in cowardice I violate this
sacred pledge, then may my name
and kinsfold be cursed for all
time; and may stern punishment
be inflicted upon me by my comrades. Blood for blood, Death for
death."
Lyuba Shevtsova, reflecting on
the ceremony, remembers how
On October 31, William Shiebthe oath "suddenly seemed to be ler, president of the student body,
something outside them, some- and Al Record, junior class Counthing above them, more inflexible cil representative, attended the
and inviolable than any law." Oleg People to People regional conaddresses a group of new mem- ference held at the University of
bers of the Guard immediately Maryland. The purpose of their
after oath-taking: "I congratulate attendance was to investigate the
you. From now on your life's no valt1e of the People to People
longer your own, but belongs to program in relation to Newark
the Party and to the whole State College's exchange student
people!"
structure. The following is the
Although leaders of the Young evaluation report of the conferGuard are executed, they die so ence attended.
heroically that they must be con- THE CONFERENCE
sidered winners. They go out with
The conference was held at the
a "bang," not a "whimper." University of Maryland, College
As recently as March, 1963, Park, Maryland, on October 31
Nikita Khrushchev reasserted the and November 3, 1964.
importance of the positive hero
The over all conference planin Soviet literature when he spoke ning was poor. Too much was
about the responsibility of the packed into too short a period.
literary artist in Soviet society: Several sessions were trite or
"In literature and art the Party useless and could easily have
supports only those works that been eliminated. The conference
inspire the people and rally their was also hampered by the presforces. • .We are living in an ence of many people who wer,!:!
organized socialist society where inexperienced in People to People
the interests of the individual programs. All of these things
conform to the interests of so- were pointed out by us in a conciety and are not at variance ference evaluation form and on a
with them."
personal basis to the conference
The interests of Pavel Vlas- organizers.
sov, Paul Korchagin and Oleg -" To get away from the negative
Koshevoi coincide with those of points, we did benefit gr.eatly
society as interpreted by the from this conference. Many tocreators of those heroes.
tally new ideas on Foreign StuWhether or not the positive dent Programming were brought
hero of socialist realism reflects up and discussed. During the
reality, he is designed to serve little time we had for informal
as a model for the behavior of discussion, we were able to realSoviet citizens. Perhaps an ac- ize some of Newark State's shortquaintance with some of those comings in the area of Foreign
models is indispensable to an Student Programming.
understanding of the official goals
The staff members of People
of the Soviet Union. That second- to People who were aware of forary and college students in this eign student programming probcountry need to be knowledgeable lems and have encountered such
about the aims of that nation were present at the conference.
seems too obvious to require Their opinions and services were
further comment.
thoroughly investigated for relevance to the Newark State College
*
*
*
Dr. Irene Reifsnyder is a pro- Foreign Student Programming.
fessor of English at Newark State
At Newark State College, there
where she teaches an elective is no effectual programming for
course in Russian Literature. exchange students. There is a
The novels she has mentioned great unawareness of the existand others are available in the ence of foreign students on the
Newark State College Library.
(Continue d on Page 5 , Co l. 5)

F e l dman
role as "Scrubby," the ship's
steward. We look forward to
seeing him in future Guild productions. Marilyn Riley, a very
hard-working, sincere actress,
was delightful in her part as an
English charwoman. Her cockney
accent added much to the play.
Among the upperclassmen in
the play was Elaine Levine who
played a snobbish, uppety society
bitch to perfection. Vincent Andreski, a familiar name in Guild
productions, has distinguished
himself in this performance by
his fine acting. He had a very
demanding role and carried it
well, Leonard Impagliatelli, also
an upperclassman, played the
part of the dreaded "Examiner"
with authority and dignity.
The acting, though, depends
on what the cast has to work
with. "Outward Bound" is a difficult play to put on successfully.
It deals with the theme of what
death is. Six people have died and
are bound on a ship to Heaven -and Hell -- and each receives
his just reward as the Examiner
judges their lives. The play is
an attempt to answer the ageold question of death, and perhaps it is because of the intensity
and taxing caricature roles that
at times the action lagged a bit.
Others who added immeasurably to the success of the production were Beverly Harris,
who designed and constructed the
set; Joan Massa who was lighting
and make-up chairman; andAnne
Moore, assistant make-up chairman. Ted Kuhar coordinated the
sound, and Beth Davidson was
business manager of this production. Special thanks must be ex. tended to Mrs. Zella J. Oliver
Fry for her cooperation and confidence.

Report on ...
Carnival Time
B y j o hn Gl uck
People to Peop le
Those organizations which do
Conference
not come under Student Council
or IFSC will have to post a
twenty-five dollar bond with the
Carnival. This is to insure that
the organization will comply with
Carnival regulations. The $25
will be returned after the Carnival. This has become a new
process of Carnival because of
the insubordination of the Young
Republicans in last year's Carnival.
It has been decided that this
year's Carnival will pay for
prizes and tents only; all decorations, etc., must be paid for by
the organizations running the
booth.
Food booths will be open to all
organizations with the approval of
the Carnival directors. Be sure
to watch for the next Carnival
article; it will explain the art
advisory board.

" MESSIAH "
(Continu e d from Pag e 1)

in - Plainfield, is one of the bestknown oratorio artists in the
metropolitan area.
Willard Pierce has appeared
in Broadway musicals, on TV,
on the Radio City Music Hall
and Town Hall stages, and has
been soloist with leading orchestras throughout the United
States, Canada, and Mexico.
Lawrence Davidson is a member of the Metropolitan Opera
Association and artist-in-residence at Newark State College.
A noted concert artist both in
this country and abroad, he possesses an operatic repertoire of
more than 95 roles. Mr. Davidson
has performed on radio, TV, and
the Broadway stage, and has
recorded operas and liturgical
music. He also is Cantor of Congregation Shaaray Tefila in Manhattan. At the college, he teaches
vocal music and directs an opera
workshop.
Professor JackE. Platt, chairman of the Music Department, is
director of the performance. He
has organized and directed all
previous presentations as well.
Professor Joseph Volpe will conduct the orchestra.

Opera Guild to Present
Gilbert and Sullivan's
"Patience" on Dec. 9, 12, 13
ian and Roslyn Haspiel.
Appearing as maidens will be
Carol Kaiser, Elizabeth Kopf,
Kathleen
Kowalczyk,
Sylvia
Weisbrot, Peggy Smith, Eileen
Bocher, Helen Murchack, and
Barbara Orminsky.
Dragoons will be played by
Walter Boright, Arthur Stadlin,
Fred Jackson, and Clinton Miller.
Mr. Davidson has noted that
students from all departments
are now involved in the Opera
Guild productions, He expressed
a desire to broaden this participation and to this end has announced that there will be open
auditions for the coming spring
production, date to be announced
l ater.
Faculty members are to participate in the various phases
of the Opera Guild, including
stage appearances, stage productions, musical arrangements, and
business organization.
The performance of "P atience" will be on December 9
and 12 at 8:15 p.m., and at 3:30
p.m. on Sunday, December 13.
Tickets will be on sale at the
Informational Services Desk.
In its productions the Upera
Guild has worked in the past
with the Music Department, the
.I.F.S.C.
Industrial Arts Department, the
(Continu e d f rom Pag e 2)
Fine Arts, and the Physical EduJustice Tom C. Clarksays: "The cation Department.
greatest positive forces in our
colleges and universities for developing a strong, lasting spirit
of loyalty to these institutions
are the fraternities and sororities of America."
2. TRAINING is provided by
Freshly taken views of the
instilling and exemplifying good college were an important part
citizenship ••. stimulating under- of the Newark State College exgraduate responsibility and lead- hibit booth in Convention Hall,
ership. . .supporting community Atlantic City, during the NJEA
projects for the underprivileged Convention.
• • .cooperating with the college
In the slide show at the exhior university administrators in bit, entitled "NSC in 2 x 2," an
•the principles of self-govern- attempt was made to feature
ment. Faith Baldwin, the dis- topics of current importance at
tinguished novelist, writes: "I NSC: foreign students of the colfeel sororities and fraternities lege, life in the new campus
provide an excellent environment school, and construction on the
for constructive training today." new auditorium. A number of
3, SCHOLARSHIP is encour- other views of the campus were
aged by supervised study pro- also shown.
Forty slides and forty dupligrams within the fraternity or
sorority •• ,honoring intellectual c ates of the originals comprised
accomplishments. . .broadening the entire presentation. Caption
the member's cultural back- slides were placed in between
ground •• ,stimulating academic several of the pictures, while
progress and development. "The others, one subtitled explained,
circumstances of fraternity life were self-explanatory. There
provide a wonderful opportunity were five-second intervals befor sharpening interest and cu- tween views.
riosity in a variety of subjects.
A rear projection unit was
These are an essential for true employed and the college's coneducation," declares Lester tinuing slide projector was used.
Pearson, Prime Minister of CanThe entire idea for the Convention display was conceived of
·ada.
4. ST AND ARDS are promoted and realized by a three-man
by enforcing regulations on per- committee. The members were
sonal responsibility••• disciplin- Mr. James Day, responsible for
ing members in matters of con- the pictures; Dr. Douglas Tatduct. "Sororities and fraterni- ton, who worked on the continuity
ties, properly supervised, fur- of the presentation; and Dr. John
nish excellent surroundings for O'Meara who handled the capyoung men and women to develop tions .
"The purpose of the presentatheir finer qualities in a wholesome atmosphere," says Mrs. tion," said Dr. O'Meara, "was
Norman Vincent Peale, religious to show, or, rather, show-off,
Newark State CollegetotheNJEA
leader.
5, MANAGEMENT is taught people,"
The presentation of NSC in 2 x 2
by learning to direct a business
organization. • .establishing fi- for those who missed the convennancial controls in a self-govern- tion, was available to the public
ing unit. • .requiring budgets, in the Newark State College Liplanning and strict accounting . •• brary on November 16, 17, and
utilizing the skills of all mem- 18.
bers in voluntary activities.
"Members of fraternities and
sororities learn the fundamentals
of running a real business," says
Thomas H. Carroll, President,
The George Washington University. "These lessons will be invaluable throughout life."
6. CITIZENSHIP is practiced
in self- governing organizations
for hundreds of thousands of undergraduates training young men
and women in methods of democratic action .•• nurturing individual participation in group undertakings •• ,protecting freedom of
choice and action. "Organizations promoting the American
way of life deserve support, "
asserts U.S. Senator Margaret.
Chase Smith. "Sororities and
fraternities are such organizations."

The Newark State Opera Guild
under the direction of Artist in
Residence, Mr. Lawrence Davidson, will present Gilbert and
Sullivan's "Patience" as its third
production. The show will be
under the musical direction of
Miss Bertha Melnik. Miss Melnik has directed all previous
Opera Guild productions and is
also a member of the faculty at
the Juilliard School of Music.
Fall production on "Patience"
has begun with the following lead
roles: Colonel Calverly, Kenneth
Seely; Major Murgatroy, Eugene
Marteen; Lieutenant, the Duke of
Dunstable, Bill Grier and Charles
Ashback; Reginald Bunthrone,
Barry Weiss; Archibald Grosvenor, Robert Weber and George
Kelley.
Among the leading feminine
roles will be Pamela Zardecki
as Patience; Marcia Peterson as
Geraldine Castoral; Mary Ann
Setaro, Olive Scholl and Margaret Tuchs as Jane. Saphir will
be played by Denise Battaglini,
Dorothy Kato, and Claire Denman. Mary Ann Liotta and Eileen
Puteo will play Ella. Portraying
Angela will be Barbara Minas-

NSC On View
in Atlantic City
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Co-op Plans Changes
in Service Desk
SOUND SYSTEM
A new sound system for the
college center has been in the
planning stage for the past month
and is now under construction.
The entire project has been commissioned to Mr. Clifford Jahn,
professor of Industrial Arts. Mr.
Jahn said the technical end of
the system should be completed
by early January and that the
system should be in operation by
February 1 at the latest. This
sound system will be completely
new and will consist of speakers
and microphone jacks in the cafeter,ia and the snack bar. The
Circle K Club will be in charge
of the music played on the turntables during the school day.
The cafeteria and snack bar
systems will not be independent
of each other and, therefore,
only one can be used at a particular time. The new system
will be put to excellent use during events such as hootenannies
at the College Center. The microphones and speakers will present a faithful reproduction of
entertainment of any kind. Mr.
Jahn said that the s ystem is
being constructed with the idea
of expansion if necessary in the
future.

INFORMATION-SERVICE
DESK

A study was made concerning
the efficiency of the present system in use at the 1-S Desk. It
was found that the complexity of
functions desired to be handled
in the areas of information and
services demand more efficient
methods of execution. It was als o
brought out by the study that a
complete redesigning of the office area was necessary in order
to utilize, · most effectively, the
area already confined to it.
"We wanted an efficient Information-Service Desk, yet not
at the price of having it become
an eyesore," claimed Mason
Niblack, College Center activity
director. ''It couldn't detract
from the beaut y of Sloan Lounge."
Prestige Interiors Company
submitted a design that calls for
the complete redecoration of the
1-S Desk with strict emphasis
on making much more profitable
use of the present room.
The plan also calls for a complete sound system to be installed
throughout the entire College
Center Building, and be centrally
controlled from the InformationService Desk.
The project is scheduled to be
undertaken in the near future.

Sing for Freedom
Held on Nov. 19

Sue Perlgut , Joe Chroback and Jim Masterson at Sing for
Freedom

Students at this college were
given a chance to "fast for freedom" by donating money ordinairly spent for lunch to the United
States Youth Council at the Fast
for Freedom Hootenanny on
Thursday, November 19. The
proceeds, $48.5 0, were used by
the Council to send food to deprived Negro families in Mississippi.
Sue Perlgut, Joe Chroback,
Jimm y Masterson, Mike Lussen,

. Randy 0' Brien, Bobbi Kowalski,
Jody Farrell, Darall Diggs, Barbara Cooper, and Stu Black provided entertainment at a hootenanny held in the Little Theater
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
SCA TE and NSA co-sponsored
the "fast for freedom" while
Sue Perlgut organized the hootenanny. Harriet Cohen, Alice Warren, Joy Magezis and Jody Farrell assisted in organizing the
project.

Curriculum Committee Considers
More Independent Study
A number of proposals have elementary curriculum in the
been made within the Faculty junior year.
At a progress report meeting
Curriculum Committee, among
which is one designed to allow on December 2, elective courses
juniors and seniors more inde- in English and education will be
pendent study. Smaller classes, presented for faculty consideraseminars, tutorial sessions with tion, and an announcement wiil
professors, and fewer hours of be made of experimental program
formal class time are some of in general math.
the possibilities mentioned.
The Curriculum Committee is
The proposals are still in the
committee stage, according to composed of ten members. Dr.
Dr. Irene Reifsnyder, co-chair- ·Jane Guinnane, chairman, was
man, with Miss KathleenEckhart elected by the committee itself.
of the sub-committee studying The other members include Miss
the program.
Kathleen Eckhart, Miss Dorothy
Faculty members have been Markle, Dr. Irene Reifsnyder,
invited to submit their sugges- Dr. Vance Snyder, Mr. David
tions for making a more flexible Ward, Dr. Nathan Weiss, Dr.
plan for juniors and seniors. Edward Zoll, Mr. Willard z weidStudents have also been asked inger, Dr. Louis Raths , ex offor ideas and, according to Dr. ficio.
This committee has been des Reifsnyder, the wishes of the
students will influence to a sig- ignated as an experi mental comnificant degree the type of pro- mittee since last year. It is the
only curriculum committee of the
gram which might be adopted.
The independent study plan is six state colleges that does not
one of several programs under have to ask permission of the
the consideration of the Curricu- state for major revisions in the
lum Committee, The study of the curriculum if the revisions do
new Physical Education Major not involve certification, addifor women has been completed tional money, addition of new
and now must be approved by faculty members, or new prothe faculty. Other proposals un- grams.
Dr. Guinnane stated that the
der consideration include a health
minor, earth science major, Curriculum Committee welchange in basic education courses comes s tudent s uggestions and
and gener al revision of general reactions.

PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
(Cont i n ue d f rom P ag e 4)

part of the student body and me mbers of the administrat10n.
There is no inter-relationship
programming:
1. Brother- sister program:
These students need personal
relationships more than any
other. They are ne w not only to
the school but to the societ y.
2. No arrangement for special
foods: There is no consideration
on our part that these students
may dislike our foods, They might
like to prepare their own homeland meals.
3. Consideration for r ooming:
It has been quite successful to
ask dorm students if they would
care to room with foreign students . The people who wish to,
usually take a personal interest
solving a great problem, that of
personal relationship (personal
contact is the prime goal of
People to People). This also
reduces the possibility of massing the exchange students together, causing a lack of interaction
within the college community.
4. Means of Transportation:
One of the prime goals of an
exchange program is to let the
foreign student see and become
aware of our society. How can
this be done when the students
are restricted to the campus?
Our institution does not give
them any form of transportation, whether it be personal or
for International Programs.
5, Our Foreign Student Committee is functioning with a small
core of students. It should be
broadened in scope to include
fore ign students on its Executive
Board. It should be adquately
financed in order to cover every
aspect of a foreign student program .
FOREIGN STUDENTS IN OUR
CAMPUS
1. Foreign students should be
encouraged to take part in all
of our governmental, social, cultural, and athletic activities.
There would be enrichment for
all parties involved.
2. They should be shown every aspect of American life: our
slums, our bars, etc.
3. We should send Foreign
Students to conferences on other
campuses. This would have a
three- fo ld effect:
(a) the conference would be
aided by their contributions;
(b) they will gain from their
experiences;
(c) it will be an opportunity
for travel on other American campuses.
FOREIGN CULTURAL AWARENESS
This could be established by
programs and social events: coffee hours, sports from other
lands, ethnic dances, and lectures.
PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
This section of the report
le aves out a great deal of the
scope of People to People. It
is simply to give you some idea
of what the program offers:
1. Travel - People to People .
offers one of the most economical
and extensive educational travel
programs available to the American student.
2. Foreign Students - It outlines programs and basic structures in this area that ar e probably the finest available.
3. International Awareness "People to People is not a club
-- it is a state of mind. Members
are students in the true sense of
the word. • .From knowledge
comes understanding. And understanding breeds friendship,"
· (Program Manual)
CONCLUSION
We see People to People as
one of the ways in which to promote International Awareness on
this campus. We further recommend that our campus chapter
take charge of the Foreign Student Program.
Respectfully s ubmitted,
Al Record
Bill Schiebler

Tau Juggernaut Rolls On,
T r a mple s Chi, 14-0

By Bill G argiles
One year ago, an under-rated 14-0, holding them to a single
Sigma Beta Tau football team first down.
ended an athletic dynasty with a
The victory was Tau's 9th win
decisive 12-0 victory over Sigma in two years, seven of them via
Theta Chi. Sunday, Novembe r 22, the shut-out r oute.
it was evident that another dynasIt was a bitter cold afternoon
ty had been created. Tau, with and the sound of body contact
its quick backs operating behind racked resonantly through the
a big, brusing line, ground out frozen air. The game mus t be
two touchdowns and shut out Chi,
regarded as one of the hardest
fought and cleanest played games
ever witnessed on the Newark
TOWNSEN D LECTURE
State campus.
(Co ntinu e d from Pag e 1)
The deciding factor clearly
aged, said the architect. From brought out in the opening mothe ages of 4 to 7 years, 30% ments of play as 830 pounds of
could have been damaged. From charging Tau mayhem spent the
the age of 17 years on there is a
afternoon in the Chi backfield.
2% possibilitx_ that the I.Q. may The veteran Tau line, bulwarked
be improved. Mr. Fuller stated by Dave Rowlands, Bear Moran,
that the three most important Al Amodio, Dave O'Reilly and
factors in development of a perJ. J. Dowling, applied constant
son up to the age of four are pressure on the harried Chi quartrust, autonomy, and initiative. terback, while, along with hardIn relation to his main topic of hitting Bill Gargiles, blocked with
discussion, Mr. Fuller asserted
awesome precision. When the
that by using the knowledge of first line r ested, Geor ge Mortensil strength and stress, great
rell, Larry Pesslano and Fred
developments in the field of world Bobe! more than adequately filled
design are possible. Using a the slots.
comparison between the probChi took the opening kickoff
lems faced in overcoming the
and promptly moved from their
power of the sea in relation to
own thirty to their own ten yard
transportation and resources
line. This recession was by Dowlavailable to those presented by ing, Amodio and Moran, who apland, Mr. Fuller asserted that plied successive tags to Dave
"land has been over-emphaGraves, Chi quarterback, Folsized." To cope with the problem
lowing the punt, Tau moved down
caused by man's effort to control to the Chi five yard line on passes
the sea, to a certain extent, scicaught by Dave Chinchar, Al Leience entered the picture. The ter and Bill Kennedy. Throwing
speaker presented the fact that the passes and tearing the Chi
sea water is now being treated defense to shreds with his running
with desalinization compounds ,
was Tau's own Galloping Ghost,
along with nuclear reactors as
Joe Tomaselli. Dave Graves'
evidence of the role science is
sparkling defensive play and the
assuming in the world picture.
valiant efforts of Trixie Barone
By use of our scientific knowand Rick Tedesco thwarted the
ledge, the speaker asserted, an Tau powerhouse for two plays on
attempt is being made to get the five yard line. With Dave
more than the pres ent 4% energy O'Reilly and Bill Gargiles blockefficiency from the machinery in ing the entire right side of the
the world today.
Chi line, Tomaselli rolled out
Mr. Fuller said that in our
and waited for Bill Kennedy to
society there are 135 "energy fake his way into the clear. He
slaves" per capita. An "energy then rifled a perfect touchdown
slave" was defined by the speak- strike to him. Al Leiter's great
er as a certain number of foot
catch of the extra point raised
pounds per year. A good standard the score to 7-0.
of living is evidenced by 100
Tau's kickoff team, led by the
"energy slaves" per capita, said fleet- footed
Coyle brothers,
Mr. Fuller. He continued that at forced Chi deep in their own terthe beginning of the 2oth century
( Continued on Page 6, Co l. 3)
less than 1% of our society had
this equivalent. Due to no organi zed attempt, the number of" en- Kappa
ergy slaves" has steadily increased until at the present time
44% of our population are industrial "haves." Mr. Fuller asKappa Epsilon Sorority held
serted that "doing more with
its annual leper clothing drive
less is what brought this about."
from November 18 to 25. The
An explanation of a curve plotgirls collected old clothing and
ting the "rate of acceleration of
asked the college community to
events we are all experiencing"
was Mr. Fuller's next item in bring in clothing not needed at
home . This year's drive proved
his "out-loud thinking." This
to be very profitable. Boxes and
curve coincides with the isolaboxes of clothing were collected
tion of the 92 chemical elements
and NSC students filled and reaccording to the speaker.
filled the large box placed in
Convinced that "man is a funcCollege Center.
tion of the universe," Mr. Fuller
The clothing will be sent to
declared, "man can alter his
energy r elation with the pattern the Culion Leper Colony in the
Philippines. There are more
of the universe," using the basic
than 2,000 lepers on this island,
criteria of this relation the proand all are in need of clothing.
gress man has made from first
circling the earth in a satellite These people are living under
with the continuing efforts of very poor conditions -- shacks
for
homes; wards, poorly
accomplishing this feat.
equipped and of almost primitive
In support of his belief in demeans, serve as hospitals. There
sign as opposed to political revolution, the architect made a is a nursery on the other side
of the island. Sisters care for
prediction that "within another
10 years we will have given up the young children of lepers,
taken from their mothers before
politics all over the earth.'' Inthey could even touch them. There
stead, computers will be conare over fifty children in this
sulted to determine what methods
nursery, and not one of them
will benefit mankind more.
The speaker said, "We are has contracted the dreaded direceiving stardust today, instead sease.
On November 19, Joseph
of philosophy,"
Priester of Livingston, head of
At the conclusion of Mr. Ful· 1er's lecture, he left the audience the clothing drives in this area,
with, as one person put it,'' much showed a film of the lepers of
Culion to the Sisters of Kapp a
· to think about.''
Epsilon. It stirred within the
Students from several schools
girls a desire to help, to give
in the area were also in attendas much as they could.
ance at Mr. F uller's lecture,
Clothing articles in lost and
including Montclair State College, Hillside High School, and found at the Information-Service
Desk not claimed by November
Pingry School.
S.H. E. RESEARCH
25 were given to the Leper ClothMr. Fuller presented another
(Co ntinu e d fro m Pag e 1)
talk on Wednesday evening, which ing Drive.
If anyone still wishes to give
broadening his experience and included slides.
outlook is welcome to attend."
Dr. Donald Raichle was espe- clothing to the lepers, please
Newark State will be the site cially thanked at the onset of the contact Betty Esposito, Box 395,
or Pat Partlow, Box 517. They
of the next regional meeting to assembly for his efforts in the
will accept clothing until Debe held at 2 p.m. Sunday, De- M. Ernest Townsend Lecture
cember 4.
cember 6, in the College Center. Series.

Epsilon
Collects Clothing
As Service
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Pep Rally

Rouses Spirit

N. S. C. Bea ts
Stevens Inst.
On November 23, Newark
State's basketball team scrimmaged Stevens Institute at Hoboken. If we consider this a
preview of our upcoming season,
we may say that NSC did rather
well. Newark State won with a
score of 91-81, with an outstanding performance of teamwork.
Coach Sullivan's use of an all
court press showed great potential. The Squires stole the
ball from Stevens at least five
different times, which · ended up
in raising the score for N.S.c.

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS lead crowd in voicing support
for the Squires ,

Newark State College experienced its first pep rally last
Tuesday in the Snack Bar of the
Student Center. Tony Martino
made the introductions and made
some comments to arouse school
spirit.
Mr. Sullivan introduced his
new assistant coach, Mr. Sekella.
The basketball team was introduced and a cheer was given for
each player by a cheerleader.
Pam Graglia, captain of the
cheering squad, introduced the
varsity cheerleaders. She then
proceeded to introduce Alice
Karmmeyer who is the captain
of the JV squad. The JV cheerleaders, who did not participate
in the program, were introduced
from the places on the side by
Captain Karmmeyer.
The program terminated with
a fine exhibition of cheering by
the varsity squad.

The starting five were sparked
by the outstanding plays of Mike
Connely. His outstanding effort
had a definite and positive effect on the spirit of the team.
The total Squire team showed
Coach Sullivan that it could work
as a single mind with a multitude of hands and feet. If the
teamwork shown at the scrimmage continues, it will be a
very positive asset for N.S. C's
basketball team.

Sport's Oesk
By Bill Gargiles
The winter sports season is about to begin at NSC and from all
indications it should be a well-rounded schedule. The wrestling team,
with Coach Farakales at the helm, is about to begin varsity competition. The squad has had and will have a few more scrimmages
before the season begins. Although it is very optimistic to hope for
a winning season in our first year of competition, the experience and skills obtained
should enable the team to develop a winning
season in two years. For anyone who has not
seen a wrestling match, it is one of the most
exciting sports around. The individualistic
matches are never settled until time is out
because a wrestler maybe pinned at any time.
Let us (the student body) see if we can initiate
this sport with great enthusiasm and school
spirit.
The other major winter sport is basketball. Enough has been said by the sports editors about the team; all
that is now left is for the students to get out and support the team
and for the team to perform in their best capacity.
As almost everyone knows, there was an inter-fraternity football
game on November 22. It was a bitter cold, windy day; y-:!t approximately two hundred people showed up to view the game. It was an
exciting one-hand touch game, but wouldn't it be more exciting if
it were regular football and against a rival college? The spectators
at the fraternit y game rooted for whichever team their friends, boy
friends, or brothers were on. Some did not root for anyone. They
just came to watch football. Wouldn't it be nice if everyone rooted
for the same team? This may happen! An enthusiastic group of students, along with an enthusiastic faculty member, is attempting to
establish a football club on campus. Similar clubs have been formed
at Fordham and N. Y. u., and have met with much success. Eventually
these two major schools will enter into collegiate competition. This
possibly could happen at Newark State.
Some students may say I am talking through my hat. Before saying
any more, why not pass evaluation when we fail; but at least give the
club a chance to start. Don't say it will never work -- not enough
men, no funds -- say this when we fail, if we fail. Just don't plan
your speech too soon because this club just might catch on and
probably some of the 'quick to criticize' students will want to join.
Don't rush out to buy your stadium jackets, and your racoon coats
yet; this team is going to take a few years to get rolling. But let
those interested and disinterested males talk about this. Any ideas,
criticism or help will be greatly appreciated. Just address your
notes and letters to the Sports Editors of the INDEPENDENT.

On Wednesday, November 18, at 7:00, fourteen teams competed
in the annual Women's Elimination Volleyball Tournament. For the
second conesecutive year, Kappa Epsilon Sorority was the winning
team by a score of 21 to 13 in the final exciting game with Alpha
Theta Pi Sorority. Other teams which reached the semi-finals were
Aleithian Club and Sigma Beta
Chi.
The Kappa Epsilon team was
previously runner-up for two sportsmanship, and teamwork.
years before winning last year .
This enthusiasm seems to be
The team members are: Sharon an increasing trend on campus.
SUPPORT
Lewis, the captain; Janet Opp, Students are realizing that this
THE
Carole Apgar, Carol Heerwagen, attitude is more rewarding to
SQUIRES
Lynne Richards, Terry Urban, them.
DANCE THEATER
Terry Szymanski, and Alberta
(Continued from Page 3)
The winning team gets their
Gunther. The girls playing for
purpose of bringing them together Alpha Theta Pi were Adrianne organization's name engraved on
was to find out if there is an Gurdak, Juanita Malvarez, Mary a plaque, but this did not appear
STU . CO . ELECTIONS
audience in the New York area Ann Urso, Betty Hughes, Arlene to be the reason for every team's
for modern dance, with the in- Geedman, Kay Kavaleros, and concerted effort. Instead, each
(ContinuPd from Page I)
team played a championship game must be returned by Friday, Dec.
tention of forming a permanent Paula Nagel.
Four girls from Montclair every time.
company if such be the case.
4. The orientation program will
Despite the fact that they were State College officiated. Other
_be held on Dec. 3.
given two nights in the middle of organizations participating were
Campaign dates will be from
the week, they filled the New Nu Sigma Tau, Chi Delta, Pi Eta
Dec. 7 to Dec. 9. The primary
York State Theatre both eve- Sigma, Delta Sigma Pi, Nu Theta
will be held on Dec. 10, and the
TAU JUGGERNAUT
Chi, Rho Theta Tau, Newman
nings.
final election is scheduled for
(Continued from Page 5)
Evidently, there is an audi- Club, Beta Delta Chi, Sigma Kapritory again. After interceptions Monday, Dec. 14.
ence; one that will support such pa Phi, and Lambda Chi Rho.
Further information may be
Two weeks ago the competitive were traded by Chi's Graves and received at the Student Organia venture. It is to be hoped that
Tau's
defensive
back,
Lester
Rathe Council on the Arts takes spirit of Newark State's women
zation office in the College Centhis "mandate" and responds rang clear and true. As evi- gonese, Tau was on the move ter.
again.
Tomeselli
flipped
passes
denced
at
the
tournament,
which
to it. Such outstanding performers -- and others like them -- was the most competitive thus to Chichar, Leiter and R. c.
deserve a chance to be seen, and far, the organizations put forth Melvin and then sprinted to the
their supporters equally deserve their greatest effort to try and Chi ten yard line on a swivelwin. They showed great spirit, hipped twenty-yard jaunt. On the
a chance to see them.
next play the explosive Tomaselli-Kennedy combination
scored again. Dowling's extra
point catch put the score at
14-0.
Behind the blocking of Barone,
Tedesco and Rich Kalt, Graves'
passes to sure-handed Jim Baldwin threatened to break Chi out
of their offensive hole, but a
spectacular interception by Chinchar halted the attack.
The second half was a hard
fought and bitterly played battle.
The defensive charging of Charlie
Carter of Chi and the vicious
blocking of Connie Reider and
Dave Rowlands marked the outstanding play. Late in the half
Al Amodio blitzed Graves and
his errant pass was picked off by
Bill Kennedy and returned to the
Chi ten. Despite the educated
Mr . Theodore Foroklos
forearms of Dowling and Moran,
Mr. Theodore Faraklas , a
the Chi defense stiffened and
held Tau for the remainder of member of the mathematics department, is N.s.c. •s wrestling
the game.
The game was an indication coach. In the past, he has coached
of the fraternal spirit of compe- wrestling at the Johnson Regional
tition between the two organiza- High School in Clark. He was
David Chinchar and Alan Leiter are co-captains of the 1964-65 tions and was cleanly played, with the team last year when it
The Chi-Tau game is a rivalry started as a club and has now
Newark State College basketball team.
Dave, a 6'2" senior from Garwood, New Jersey, is majoring in that should continue as long as brought it up to varsity compeIndustrial Arts. He has been a Squire regular for the past three NSC exists. It sparks the com- tion. He has stated that the turnseasons and last year was a defensive standout as well as scoring petition that produces greatness out for the team was good, but
some of the weight classes have
125 points and garnering 81 rebounds.
within fraternities.
· Very special thanks must be not been filled . This fact t,andiAl, also a senior, stands 6' and hails from Irvington, New Jersey.
He transferred from Bloomfield College two years ago and this will forwarded to the referees for caps the team because it must
be his second season in a Squire uniform. A backcourt man, Al their fine officiating: Maude Mar- concede points to the opposition
averaged nearly ·ten points a game last year and is being counted inelli, Doc Errington, and Mike in these empty classes. Mr. Faraklas stated that more people
upon as a mainstay this season.
Porcello.

STORY ON PAGE 5

Winter Sports Begin

Squire Snapshots

Mr . Kenneth Sekello

are needed to fill the weight gaps.
Someone is especially needed to
wrestle at 123 pounds.
New on the coaching staff is
Mr. Kenneth Sekella, who is assistant to Mr. Sullivan. A graduate of Irvington High School,
he attended and received his degree from Montclair State
College. He is now coaching at
Cranford High School and has
completed a season in football.
He will coach baseball at Cranford this spring. Mr. Sekella
will coach J. V. basketball here
this year.

